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Abstract. The development of chemical reaction models aids understanding and
prediction in areas ranging from biology to electrochemistry and combustion. A systematic approach to building reaction network models uses observational data not
only to estimate unknown parameters, but also to learn model structure. Bayesian
inference provides a natural approach to this data-driven construction of models.
Yet traditional Bayesian model inference methodologies that numerically evaluate
the evidence for each model are often infeasible for nonlinear reaction network inference, as the number of plausible models can be combinatorially large. Alternative
approaches based on model-space sampling can enable large-scale network inference, but their realization presents many challenges. In this paper, we present new
computational methods that make large-scale nonlinear network inference tractable.
First, we exploit the topology of networks describing potential interactions among
chemical species to design improved “between-model” proposals for reversible-jump
Markov chain Monte Carlo. Second, we introduce a sensitivity-based determination
of move types which, when combined with network-aware proposals, yields significant additional gains in sampling performance. These algorithms are demonstrated
on inference problems drawn from systems biology, with nonlinear differential equation models of species interactions.

1. Introduction
Detailed chemical reaction networks are a critical component of simulation tools
in a wide range of applications, including combustion, catalysis, electrochemistry,
and biology. In addition to being used as predictive tools, reaction network models
can encode a mechanistic understanding of the processes under study. The development of reaction networks typically entails three tasks: the selection of participating
species, the identification of species interactions (referred to as reactions), and the
calibration of unknown parameter values. To this end, we are often faced with the
challenge of comparing a combinatorially large number of reaction networks, each
containing parameterized reaction rate models derived from physical principles. The
ideas presented in this paper make large-scale Bayesian inference of network structure
and parameters feasible by exploiting essential aspects of network topology.
A standard approach to building models is to postulate reaction networks and to
compare them based on their ability to reproduce indirect system-level experimental
data. Data-driven approaches to network learning involve defining a metric of fit, e.g.,
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penalized least-squares, cross-validation, model evidence, etc., and selecting models
that optimize this metric. As such, the development of models involves not only
the identification of the best model structure, but also the estimation of underlying
parameter values given available data. Bayesian inference provides a rigorous statistical framework for fusing data with prior knowledge to yield a full description of
model and parameter uncertainties [7]. The application of Bayesian model inference
to reaction networks, however, presents a significant computational challenge. Model
discrimination in Bayesian analysis is based on computing model probabilities conditioned on available data, i.e., posterior model probabilities. Formally, the posterior
probability of a model Mm is given by
p(Mm )p(D|Mm )
,
p(Mm |D) = P
m p(Mm )p(D|Mm )
where

Z
p(D|Mm ) =

Z
···

p(D|km , Mm )p(km |Mm )dkm

is known as the model evidence, p(Mm ) is the prior probability of model Mm , km is
the vector of parameters in model Mm , and D denotes the available data. A common
approach to Bayesian model inference is to construct the candidate models {Mm }
such that the prior and posterior on each km are conjugate distributions, thereby
making the calculation of individual model evidences analytically tractable. For instance, reaction network inference has been performed with network edge interactions
represented by linear models or categorical distributions; both cases allow the specification of conjugate priors [5, 18]. Even in this simple setting where model evidences
can be evaluated analytically and relatively cheaply, the combinatorial explosion of
the number of networks, given species and their possible interactions, precludes direct
enumeration of all models. Sampling approaches have thus been used to infer such
statistical models [4].
It is, however, widely believed that species interactions are more appropriately
defined by the law of mass action, which gives the rate of an elementary chemical
reaction (say X + Y → Z) as the product of a reaction-specific rate constant k with
reactant concentrations [X] and [Y ]:
(1.1)

Rate = −k[X][Y ].

Using the law of mass action to define reaction rates produces a system of ordinary
differential equations (ODEs), such that the map from parameters (e.g., rate constants kn ) to observables (e.g., selected species concentrations) is typically nonlinear.
ODE-based species interaction models have recently been incorporated into model
inference frameworks [1, 20]. Rigorous computation of posterior model probabilities
then requires numerical evaluation of a high-dimensional integral for each model. A
number of Monte Carlo methods have been proposed for this purpose, but they are
computationally taxing [3, 8]. Alternative approaches such as Laplace approximations and, relatedly, the Bayesian information criterion are faster, but they involve
potentially crude approximations of the posterior distribution [14, 19]. And when the
number of competing models becomes large, all of these methods become computationally infeasible.
Reaction network inference is particularly prone to this difficulty: instead of a
few model hypotheses, one might start with a list of proposed reactions and form a
collection of plausible models by considering all valid combinations of the proposed
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reactions. Across-model sampling [12] offers a useful solution in this setting. These
sampling methods involve a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm that
“jumps” between models to explore the joint posterior distribution over models and
parameters. Posterior model probabilities are estimated by counting the number of
times the sampler visits each model; direct evaluations of the evidence for each model
are thus avoided. Efficient across-model sampling, however, is quite challenging: it
requires the careful design of proposals for between-model moves. Many practical applications of across-model sampling have relied on pilot runs of within-model posterior
sampling to characterize the relevant distributions before employing an across-model
sampler, although a few more automated methods do exist [12]. Large-scale network
inference with nonlinear forward models, in particular, has seen relatively limited
attention [6]. A notable effort from Oates et al. [17] applies Bayesian model selection to ODE models systematically generated from potential species interactions,
using reversible-jump MCMC (a general across-model sampling method) to simultaneously sample network topologies and their underlying rate parameters. Their
approach employs standard methods for nested models: when adding reactions, the
prior distribution is used to propose new reaction rates, and when swapping reactions,
previous rate parameter values are simply retained. In general, however, the posterior distribution can deviate significantly from the prior, such that sampling from the
prior yields poor across-model mixing. Further, with nonlinear forward models, the
posterior distributions of common reaction parameters can differ across models, such
that retaining parameter values during swap moves is not efficient.
In this paper, we present new methods for Bayesian inference of chemical reaction
networks. The essence of our approach is to exploit sensitivities resulting from network structure. In particular, our approach performs an online analysis of network
structure to construct better across-model moves, i.e., more effective ways of navigating through the discrete model space. This analysis accounts for sensitivities at
the discrete level—the notion that, given a particular network structure, the presence of certain reactions will have no impact on the observables—and sensitivities at
the continuous (parameter) level—the notion that observables are more sensitive to
changes in certain combinations of rate parameters than in others. The resulting algorithms make fully Bayesian inference of reaction networks feasible in new problem
settings, where existing approaches may fail to characterize the posterior distribution
altogether.
2. Reaction networks
2.1. Reaction network elements. A chemical reaction network generally consists
of two different elements: chemical species S, and interactions between species given
by reactions R. Consider a simple reaction network shown schematically in Figure 1a.
The reaction network consists of 15 nodes representing the chemical species and 12
edges representing reactions. We can classify all species according to three categories
(Figure 2): species initially present (colored green) in the reaction system, species
produced only during the operation (colored blue) of the system, and species that are
either directly observed or directly linked to the observed data—referred to as observables (colored red). At the same time, we designate three types of reactions (Figure
2): irreversible reactions (single-headed arrow), reversible reactions (double-headed
arrow), and irreversible or reversible reactions with enzymes (single- or double-headed
arrows with pointers on branches connecting species that are consumed/produced).
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Figure 1. Chemical reaction networks
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Figure 2. Taxonomy of reaction network elements: chemical species
in the left column, reactions in the right column.
Enzymes are chemical species that are needed for the reaction to proceed, but are
not consumed or produced during the course of the reaction.
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2.2. Effective reaction network. A reaction network may contain reactions that
are not active (because their reactants are not present) or reactions that are active
and yet incapable of impacting the observables due to the structure of the reaction
network. Consider, for example, the two reaction networks shown in Figure 1b. We
define the effective network of a given reaction network to be the smallest subset of
all reactions in the given network that produces an identical value of the observables
as the given reaction network. Reactions beyond those in the effective network do
not affect the observable concentrations for any rate parameter setting, and thus the
given reaction network has the same marginal likelihood value as its effective reaction
network. Different networks may have a common effective network; for example, both
networks in Figure 1b have the same effective network (reactions 1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12).
In reaction network 1, the non-production of species activeC3G renders reactions 4,
5, 6, and 7 inactive, and thus the value of the observable BRaf is independent of the
rate constants of these reactions. In reaction network 2, although reactions 3, 4, 5,
and 7 are active, they are linked to the observable BRaf through species Gap and
BEGFR, which are enzymes. Recall that enzyme concentration is not affected by the
reaction in which it participates. Thus, the observable is again independent of the
rate constants of reactions 3, 4, 5, and 7.
2.3. Determining effective networks from proposed reactions. In Section 4
we will describe how knowing the effective network corresponding to any given network can be used to define better across-model proposals and, in a further postprocessing step, to reduce the variance of estimates of posterior model probabilities.
In principle, one could learn the effective network for each candidate network before performing inference. If N is the total number of proposed reactions, the set of
candidate networks could have cardinality 2N (although incorporating prior knowledge to eliminate highly implausible network structures might reduce this number in
practice). Regardless, if the number of candidate networks is very high, it is more
efficient to determine effective networks in an online fashion, only for models visited by the sampler. Our procedure for identifying the effective network of a set of
reactions and observables is given in Algorithm 1, described in the Appendix. This
procedure involves first identifying all reactions that are active, given the species with
nonzero initial concentrations, and then testing all active reactions to check whether
they actually influence the observables. The algorithm is based on an analysis of the
reaction network topology, and does not require any integration of the ODE system
associated with the reaction network; thus it is computationally inexpensive.
3. Reversible jump Markov chain Monte Carlo
Reversible jump MCMC (RJMCMC) provides a general framework for exploring
a posterior distribution over a joint space of model choices and parameter values
[11]. Consider the space of candidate models M = {Mm }. Each model Mm has
an nm -dimensional vector of unknown parameters km ∈ Rn+m , where nm can take
different values for different
S models. ThenmRJMCMC algorithm simulates a Markov
chain on the state space Mm ∈M {m} × R whose invariant distribution is the joint
model-and-parameter posterior distribution:
(3.1)

p(Mm , km |D) = p(km |Mm , D)p(Mm |D),

where p(km |Mm , D) is the posterior distribution of the parameters. Each step of
the algorithm consists of proposing a new pair of (model, parameter) values and
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accepting or rejecting the proposed values according to an acceptance probability
that also depends on the current model and parameter values. At any point within
the state space, many different proposals can be constructed. Generally, the proposals can be classified as between-model and within-model moves. A within-model
move applies any standard Metropolis-Hastings proposal to the real-valued rate parameters, without changing the model. A between-model move involves proposing
a different model (i.e., a different set of reactions) and a vector of parameter values associated with this model. Ensuring that the posterior distribution over the
models and parameters is the invariant distribution of the Markov chain is accomplished by satisfying the detailed balance condition. (Further technical conditions
on the proposal ensure that the Markov chain is irreducible and aperiodic, yielding
an ergodic reversible jump algorithm [11].) Detailed balance is enforced by constructing moves between any two models Mm and Mn according to a bijective map
f : (km , u) 7→ (kn , u0 ), where u and u0 , known as dimension matching variables, are
such that dim(kn ) + dim(u0 ) = dim(km ) + dim(u). These variables have densities
q(u|km ) and q(u0 |kn ), respectively. The choice of the distribution of u is part of the
proposal construction and, along with an appropriate map f , is key to an efficient
RJMCMC simulation. In particular, these choices determine how parameter values
in a proposed model are related to parameter values in the current model. At each
step of the simulation, given the current state (Mm , km ), a move to a new model Mn
is first proposed according to some prescribed distribution q(Mn |Mm ). Next, completing the proposal pair (Mn , kn ) given (Mm , km ) involves generating a sample of u
according to q(u|km ) and accepting the proposed move with probability min{1, α},
where
p(Mn , kn |D)q(Mm |Mn )q(u0 |kn )
(3.2)
α=
|det ∇f (km , u)| ,
p(Mm , km |D)q(Mn |Mm )q(u|km )
and (kn , u0 ) = f (km , u). The reverse move from (kn , u0 ) to (km , u) is given by f −1 and
has an acceptance probability min{1, α−1 }.
The discrete model-move proposal q(Mn |Mm ) is generally chosen so that every
move adds or deletes one reaction. The selection of the jump function f and the
parameter proposals q have the goal of improving the probability of accepting both
the forward (Mm → Mn ) and reverse (Mn → Mm ) moves. In particular, higher
between-model acceptance rates may be obtained by “aligning” the posterior and
proposal parameter densities corresponding to the two models between which moves
are proposed. As an example, consider moves between a one-dimensional model
M1 (with posterior parameter density p(k1,1 |M1 , D)) and a two-dimensional model
M2 (with posterior parameter density p(k2,1 , k2,2 |M2 , D)) accomplished with proposal
q(u|k1,1 ) (Figure 3). By choosing the function f and the shape of the proposal q(u|k1,1 )
such that the regions of high density and low density in the two spaces (k1,1 , u) and
(k2,1 , k2,2 ) map to each other (formally, that p(k1,1 |M1 , D)q(u|k1,1 )/ det ∇f (k1,1 , u)
and p(f (k1,1 , u)|M2 , D) have similar values), high between-model acceptance rates
may be achieved. Intuitively, this construction attempts to choose f and q to make
the acceptance rate close to one for all moves between the two spaces.
4. Network analysis for improved sampling efficiency
We now explain how we use the analysis of reaction network structure to design
more effective across-model samplers. We propose three inter-related methods. First,
we use the identification of effective networks to design better parameter proposals in
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Model 1:
p(k1,1 |M1 , D)
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Model 2:
p(k2,1 , k2,2 |M2 , D)

k2,2

k2,1

k1,1

(k2,1 , k2,2 ) = f (k1,1 , u)

Proposal: q(u|k1,1 )
u

Figure 3. Efficient RJMCMC is achieved by “aligning” densities on
(k1,1 , u) and (k2,1 , k2,2 ) via the choice of the map f and the proposal
q(u|k1,1 ).
across-model moves; we also explain why across-model samplers that do not account
for effective networks suffer in efficiency. Second, we use analysis of the observables’
sensitivities to individual rate constants to further improve the design of betweenmodel moves. Finally, we explain how analysis of network structure can be used
to de-randomize posterior expectations already computed via RJMCMC, leading to
further variance reduction.
4.1. Centered Gaussian parameter proposals. For nested models, as is the case
in reaction network inference, a natural choice of jump function f is simply the
identity map. Thus, when proposing a move from a lower-dimensional model Mm
to a higher-dimensional model Mn , the rate constants of the newly added reactions
are proposed according to q(u|km ) and the values of the rate constants of reactions
common to the two models are kept fixed. Suppose that model Mm has i reactions
and that model Mn has a > i reactions, with the first i reactions common; then an
identity f mapping (km,1:i , u) to (kn,1:i , kn,i+1:a ) is simply
(4.1)

kn,1:i = km,1:i , kn,i+1:a = u

and the acceptance probability is given by


p(Mn , kn |D)q(Mm |Mn )
(4.2)
α(km , kn ) = min 1,
.
p(Mm , km |D)q(Mn |Mm )q(u|km )
The reverse move in this case is deterministic.
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Now let the proposal q(u|km ) be a Gaussian distribution on u, with mean µ and
covariance Σ. To improve the acceptance probability, we choose this Gaussian to
approximate the conditional posterior density p(kn,i+1:a |km , Mn , D). In particular, we
choose µ to be the mode of the conditional posterior, and we set −Σ to be the inverse
Hessian of the logarithm of the conditional posterior density at µ. This construction
is equivalent to the centered second-order conditions in the framework of Brooks et
al. [2].
4.2. Network-aware parameter proposals. The between-model moves described
above, in which the parameter proposals adapt to conditional posterior densities, can
produce efficient RJMCMC simulations in many settings [2, 10]. But their direct
application to network inference, where many different networks can share the same
effective network, presents a particular challenge.
For example, consider a model-space sampler as shown in the top diagram of Figure 4. Using the centering technique of Section 4.1, the proposal adapts to the
conditional posterior of the rate constant of the newly added reaction. If the sampler
moves between two models with the same effective network, the proposal then simply
adapts to the prior distribution, since the newly added reaction has no impact on the
observed nodes. (The effective network name and the effective proposal are shown in
blue.) Assuming that the prior distribution of each rate constant (or its logarithm,
see Section 5) is independent and Gaussian, the proposal matches the prior distribution for all rate constant values and the acceptance rate is identically one for all
moves. The difficulty comes when, after one or more moves within the same effective network, the sampler now attempts to move to a new effective network. Now
the effective proposal is the product of the prior distributions of all rate constants
that did not produce a change in the effective network, and single Gaussian on the
final rate constant—corresponding to the reaction whose addition finally allowed the
effective network to change. (To illustrate, see the move in Figure 4 from Network 3
to Network 4, or equivalently, from EN1 to EN2.) The resulting proposal is not well
adapted to EN2, and has a low probability of acceptance!
We instead propose a network-aware (NA) approach in which, because we have
determined the effective networks, we design parameter proposals that adapt to the
difference between the effective networks of any two networks. When the proposed
move is between two networks with the same EN, we once again recover the prior as
the proposal distribution. When the proposed move is between two networks with
different ENs, however, we construct a proposal that approximates the conditional
posterior distribution of the rate constants of all reactions accounting for the difference between the two effective networks. (See bottom diagram of Figure 4 for an
illustration.) At each step of the algorithm we thus obtain better alignment between
the posterior and proposal densities and therefore superior sampling efficiency. Details of our NA sampler, along with pseudocode for all the steps involved, are given
in the supplementary material.
4.3. Sensitivity-based network-aware proposals. Between-model moves with
deterministic reverse moves, as described in Section 4.1, are a natural choice for
nested models. In some cases, however, MCMC mixing may be improved by adopting non-deterministic reverse moves. In chemical reaction networks, it is sometimes
observed that the maximum a posteriori value of the rate constant of a reaction R∗
common to two networks differs substantially between the two networks. Intuitively,
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Standard model space sampler

1

q(u1 ) = p(k1 |k∼1 , D)

1
2

q(u2 )A=1
= p(k2 )

1

A=1

Network 2 (EN 1)

q(u2 ) = p(k2 |k∼2 , D)

Network 1 (EN 1)

q(u2 ) = p(k2 )

q(u1 ) = p(k1 )

2

q(u3 ) ≈ p(k3 |k∼3 , D)
q(u1:3 ) ≈ p(k3 |k∼3 , D)p(k2 )p(k1 )

3

Network 4 (EN 2)

Network 3 (EN 1)

Network-aware model space sampler

q(u1 ) = p(k1 )

1

A=1

Network 1

Network 2

1

1
2

2

q(u1:3 ) ≈ p(k1:3 |k∼1:3 , D)

3

Network 4

Network 3

Figure 4. Moving from Network 1 to Network 2 or from Network 2
to Network 3 with network-unaware (NuA) and network-aware (NA)
approaches leads to the proposal adapting to the prior. For the move
between Networks 3 and 4, our NA approach employs a proposal that
approximates the joint conditional posterior p(k1 , k2 , k3 |k∼1:3 , D). In
contrast the NuA approach retains the samples from the first two steps
and constructs a proposal for the last move according to a proposal
that only approximates the conditional posterior p(k3 |k∼3 , D).
the rate constant value shifts in order to compensate for the presence or absence of
other reactions. In this case, keeping the rate constant of R∗ fixed when proposing
moves between the two networks leads to very poor acceptance rates.
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For instance, consider the example on the left of Figure 5, where the observable is
highly sensitive to the value of the rate constant of reaction 1 (k1,1 in Model 1 and
k2,1 in Model 2). Moves that keep the value of the rate constant fixed (k1,1 = k2,1 )
when transitioning between Model 1 and Model 2 would have very low acceptance
probabilities. Here we propose to further improve sampling efficiency by identifying
critical reactions common to the current and the proposed networks, and updating
these reactions’ rate constants in moves between the two networks. As a result, the
reverse move from a high-dimensional effective network to a low-dimensional effective network will no longer be deterministic. Figure 5 (right) shows pictorially how
the aligning of densities is improved by including the high-sensitivity rate constant
in proposal construction. When a move is proposed between Model 1 and Model
2, the value of the common rate constant is updated. In particular, the proposal
distribution q(u2,1 , u2,2 |k1,1 ) for the forward move (from Model 1 to Model 2) is designed to approximate the conditional posterior p(k2,1 , k2,2 |k2,∼{1,2} , M2 , D), and the
proposal q(u1,1 |k2,1 , k2,2 ) for the reverse move (from Model 2 to Model 1) is designed
to approximate the conditional posterior p(k1,1 |k1,∼1 , M1 , D).
The next question is how to identify the critical reactions whose inclusion in the
proposal would improve MCMC mixing, and how to do so with limited computational
overhead. We cannot simply include all the common reactions, as the tuning of
MCMC proposals becomes increasingly demanding as dimension increases; indeed,
there is a tension between including too many reactions and too few. Also, we want
a relatively cheap criterion for identifying reactions; a more expensive criterion might
not sufficiently improve mixing to overcome its cost. Given a set of observables
and the current and proposed networks, our strategy is to identify the reactions to
which the posterior density is most sensitive. Suppose that we have network M with
reactions R1 , R2 , . . . h, RM . We can rank the reactionsiaccording to their expected local
∗
∗
set
, M ) for reaction i, with kM,∼{i}
sensitivity index, E ∂kM,i log p(kM,i |D, kM,∼{i}
to a nominal value and the expectation taken with respect to the prior distribution
p(kM,i |M ). In practice, since the expectation is usually not analytically tractable, we
settle for a noisy estimate by evaluating the local sensitivity at a few realizations from
the prior distribution and taking their average. Note the similarity with the Morris
method for global sensitivity analysis [15], except that we condition on nominal values
∗
of kM,∼{i}
.
Having determined the sensitivities of the log-posterior of the current and the proposed reaction network, we select a random number of highest-sensitivity reactions
common to the two networks and include proposals for their rate constants in the forward and the reverse moves. The number of reactions to be included in the proposals
is a draw from a Poisson distribution whose mean is kept at a small value. Choosing
to include only a few common rate constants in the proposals is again based on the
understanding that constructing effective proposals in high dimensions is generally
hard.
To illustrate this idea, consider a move from a lower-dimensional model Mm to
a higher-dimensional model Mn . The mapping f from (km , um ), the rate constants
and proposal parameters of network Mm , to (kn , un ), the rate constants and proposal
parameters of network Mn , is given by

(4.3)

kn,1:i = km,1:i , kn,i+1:i+c = um,1:c , kn,i+c+1:i+a = um,c+1:a , un,1:c = km,i+1:i+c .
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p(k2,1 , k2,2 |M2 , D)
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q(u1,1 |k2,1 , k2,2 )

p(k2,1 |M2 , D)
p(k2,1 , k2,2 |M2 , D)
p(k2,2 |M2 , D)
q(u|k1,1 )

q(u2,1 |k1,1 )

q(u2,2 |k1,1 )

Figure 5. Sensitivity-based move determination (right) leads
to the posterior densities of Model 1 (p(k1,1 |M1 , D)) and Model
2 (p(k2,1 , k2,2 |M2 , D)) being aligned with proposal densities
q(u1,1 |k2,1 , k2,2 ) and q(u2,1 , u2,2 |k1,1 ) respectively; produces higher
MCMC acceptance rates. Without sensitivity-based proposals (left),
densities are unaligned.

Here, {1 : i} are indices of reactions that are common to the two networks and
whose rate constants are kept fixed during moves between networks Mm and Mn ,
{i + c + 1 : i + a} are indices of reactions that are in network Mn but not in Mm ,
and {i + 1 : i + c} are the highest-sensitivity reactions that are present in both networks, and whose rate constants are updated according a proposal distribution rather
than kept fixed during the between-model move. The parameter proposal densities q(um,1:a |km,1:i ) and q(un,1:c |kn,1:i ) are constructed to approximate the conditional posteriors p(kn,i+1:i+a |km,1:i , Mn , D) and p(km,i+1:i+c |kn,1:i , Mm , D), respectively.
The reverse move in this case is non-deterministic and involves generating a proposal un,1:c ∼ q(un,1:c |kn,1:i ) for the rate constants of the common critical reactions
{i + 1 : i + c}.
For simplicity, the discussion in this subsection has not explicitly considered knowledge of the effective networks underlying a given move. But these sensitivity-based
parameter updates can be combined with the ideas of Section 4.2 on network-aware
proposals. In other words, when changing ENs, we construct a proposal that approximates the conditional posterior of the rate constants associated with the difference between the current and proposed ENs. But we simultaneously update the
parameters of the highest-sensitivity reactions common to the two ENs. The resulting updates are called sensitivity-based network-aware proposals. Details of our
sensitivity-based NA sampler, along with pseudocode for the steps involved, are given
in the supplementary material.
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4.4. Derandomization of conditional expectations. The identification of clusters of models sharing an identical effective network can be used for additional variance reduction, by post-processing the MCMC output. All models in a cluster have
identical model evidence; we can use this knowledge to compute certain expectations
analytically and thereby obtain posterior estimates with lower variances. Details are
given in the supplementary material.
5. Results
We present two example problems to evaluate the efficiency of our network-aware
(NA) sampling approaches, compared to a network-unaware (NuA) method. The examples we consider are a subset of reactions proposed for a protein-signalling network
of the activation of extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) by epidermal growth
factor (EGF) [20]. The network diagram is shown in Figure 1a. The observable in our
examples is the time-dependent concentration of BRaf, whose dynamics are modeled
using the law of mass action/Michaelis-Menten functionals. The corresponding ODE
model governing the evolution of all species concentrations, along with the numerical
simulation methodology, are detailed in the supplementary material.
5.1. Likelihood function. The Bayesian approach requires specifying a likelihood
function p(D|kM , M ), where D are the data and kM are the reaction parameters. We
employ an i.i.d. additive Gaussian model for the difference between model predictions
and observations; thus the data are represented as
D = G(M, kM ) + d ,

(5.1)
2

where d ∼ Nd (0, σ Id ), d is the number of observations, Id is an d-by-d identity matrix, and G(M, kM ) represents the predicted concentrations of BRaf given a reaction
network M with rate constant values kM . The deterministic predictions G(M, kM )
are obtained with the ODE integrator.
5.2. Prior specification. Since reaction rate constants must be positive, while their
uncertainties may span multiple orders of magnitude, we endow each rate constant
with an independent log-normal prior distribution. That is,
(5.2)

2
p(kM,i ) : log10 kM,i ∼ N (µp,i , σp,i
).

The prior distribution over models, p(M ), is taken to be uniform in the following
examples.
5.3. Example 1: five-dimensional nonlinear network inference. In our first
example, we fix reactions 1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12, i.e., we include them in all
candidate models. The rate constants of all fixed reactions and Michaelis constants of
all reactions are set to their base values (see supplementary material). The presence of
Reactions 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7, along with their rate constants, are taken to be uncertain.
With these uncertain reactions, the number of potential models is 32. And with
only BRaf as the observable, the number of effective networks is five (see network
diagrams in supplementary material). We generate 20 data points by simulating
BRaf concentrations at different times with rate constants and Michaelis constants
set to their base values and adding i.i.d noise with mean µ = 0 and variance σ 2 = 4.
The simulated data are available in the supplementary material. The noise variance
in the likelihood function matches that of the data generating process. The prior
uncertainties of the rate constants are listed in the supplementary material. We
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Figure 6. MCMC trace plots for Example 1
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Figure 7. Variance comparison for the eight highest-probability models in Example 1: network-unaware without derandomization, networkunaware (d) with derandomization, and network-aware with derandomization.

perform five replicate MCMC runs, each with 400 000 steps, using both NuA and NA
(Section 4.2) approaches. 30000 samples each were discarded as burn-in. MCMC
trace plots of the log-posterior density value using the two approaches are shown in
Figure 6.
Each dot in the MCMC traceplots is color-coded according to whether the associated model operates with only the left pathway (subsets of the reaction network
in Figure 1a that contain reactions 1, 2, 8, 10, and 12, and exclude at least one of
reactions 3, 5, and 6; colored blue) or both pathways (subsets of the reaction network
in Figure 1a that contain reactions 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, and 12; colored orange). The
frequency of moves between these two model types is higher with our NA approach,
indicating superior mixing. We can also evaluate the performance of the two approaches by computing the variance of each posterior model probability estimate. In
Figure 7, we show variance estimates with the NuA approach, NuA approach with
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derandomization applied as a post-processing step, and our NA approach with derandomization. Our NA approach produces model probability estimates whose variances
are two orders of magnitude lower. Table 1 shows the acceptance rates of betweenmodel and between-cluster moves for the two approaches. Higher model-switching
and cluster-switching acceptance rates are another indication of superior mixing of
the NA approach.
Another useful MCMC diagnostic is the effective sample size (ESS) for a statistic
that retains interpretation throughout the simulation. (The ESS of a set of correlated
samples is the number of independent samples that would yield expectation estimates
with the same variance [9].) To this end, we choose our statistic to be the number of
reactions in the model and report its ESS in Table 1. The NA scheme has an ESS ten
times higher than that of the NuA approach. A more complete comparison of the two
schemes should also incorporate relative differences in computational time; hence the
ESS per minute diagnostic in the last column of Table 1, which again favors the NA
approach. Note that the absolute value of ESS per minute depends quite strongly on
the relative and absolute tolerance settings of the ODE solver. Here we chose very
tight tolerances, but higher ESS per minute can be obtained with looser tolerances.
b
Method†
p(M )a ᾱM
ᾱCc
ESSd ESS/mine
Network-unaware 0.7545 0.19 0.015 10
0.175
Network-aware 0.7544 0.22 0.034 110
0.301
†: Performance is averaged over 5 simulation runs
a: Posterior probability of the data-generating model
b: Between-model move acceptance rate
c: Between-cluster move acceptance rate
d: Effective sample size for 10000 samples
e: Timings depend on the tolerances chosen for the ODE solver
Table 1. Summary statistics of MCMC simulation performance (Example 1).

5.4. Example 2: ten-dimensional nonlinear network inference. In our second example, we keep only reactions 1 and 2 fixed. The rate constants of the fixed
reactions and Michaelis constants of all reactions are set to their base values (see
supplementary material). Reactions 3–12 are uncertain, producing a total of 1024
potential models. With BRaf as the observable, the number of ENs is 24 (see network diagrams in supplementary material). We set all rate constants and Michaelis
constants to their base values and generate 30 data points perturbed with i.i.d. zeromean Gaussian noise of variance σ 2 = 0.04. A smaller noise variance in this example
makes the likelihood more sensitive to the rate constants common to the current and
proposed networks of between-model moves. As a result, we will see that even the NA
approach (Section 4.2), in which the rate constants of the common reactions are kept
fixed, has difficulty exploring the model space. In contrast, sensitivity-based samplers
(Section 4.3) are able to identify reactions to which the observable is most sensitive,
and then build proposals that approximate the posterior distributions of associated
rate parameters. The simulated data are available in the supplementary material.
The noise variance in the likelihood function matches that of the data generating
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process. The prior uncertainties of the rate constants are listed in the supplementary
material.
We simulate four MCMC chains, each 2 million steps long, using the standard
NuA approach, the NA approach (Section 4.2), and the sensitivity-based NuA and
NA approaches (Section 4.3). 300 000 samples were discarded as burn-in from each
chain. MCMC trace plots of the four approaches are shown in Figure 8. We see
that MCMC sampling of this 10-dimensional problem is in fact intractable using the
standard approach, even our NA approach (Section 4.2): this is demonstrated by
the inability of the samplers to switch between models belonging to left pathway
(subsets of the reaction network in Figure 1a that contain reactions 1, 2, 8, 10, and
12, and exclude at least one of reactions 3, 5, and 6) and models that incorporate
both pathways (subsets of the reaction network in Figure 1a that contain reactions
1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, and 12). Indeed, both chains at the top of Figure 8 are, by visual
inspection, very far from stationarity.
In contrast, our sensitivity-based samplers are able to move between the two pathways and explore the posterior distribution over all models and parameters. We
can then compare the sampling efficiency of the sensitivity-based NA algorithm to
that of the sensitivity-based NuA approach. We observe that the frequency of moves
between the left-pathway models and both-pathways models is higher with the NA
approach, indicating faster posterior exploration. Table 2 shows the acceptance rates
of between-model moves and between-pathway moves for the two approaches. High
model-switching and pathway-switching acceptance rates with the same posterior inference is an indication of the superior mixing of the network-aware approach. In
Table 2, we also present the ESS for the number-of-reactions-in-model statistic. The
network-aware approach has an ESS that is roughly three times the ESS obtained
using the network-unaware approach. The ESS per minute diagnostic in the last
column of Table 2 also supports the use of the network-aware approach. Again, we
chose very tight tolerances for the ODE solver, and higher ESS per minute can be
obtained with looser tolerances.
Overall, the sensitivity-based NA approach is a sampler that allows efficient largescale inference of nonlinear reaction networks and provides myriad different types of
information: posterior probabilities of all models, posterior probabilities of particular
pathways, parameter posterior densities for any EN, etc. Several of these posterior
characterizations are given in Figure 9.
b
Method†
p(M )a ᾱM
ᾱPc
ESSd ESS/mine
Sensitivity-based network unaware 0.145 0.095 0.0013 86 3.37×10−3
Sensitivity-based network aware
0.157 0.145 0.0027 275 8.66×10−3
†: Performance is averaged over 5 simulation runs
a: Posterior probability of the data-generating model
b: Between-model move acceptance rate
c: Between-pathway move acceptance rate
d: Effective sample size for 1000000 samples
e: Timings depend on the tolerances chosen for the ODE solver
Table 2. Summary statistics of MCMC simulations (Example 2).
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(a) Standard network-unaware

(b) Network-aware

(c) Sensitivity-based network-unaware

(d) Sensitivity-based network-aware

Figure 8. MCMC trace plots for Example 2

6. Conclusions
The inference of chemical reaction networks—particularly networks encoding the
structure of differential equation models, as associated with mass action kinetics—is
important to mechanistic insight and quantitative performance predictions in many
applications. The essential challenge of inference is to efficiently explore the combinatorially large model space of possible network structures and, simultaneously, the
associated model parameters. Systematic Bayesian inference of reaction networks has
typically been infeasible due to the difficulties of such model-space sampling. The algorithms developed in this paper exploit structural properties of reaction networks to
achieve more efficient sampling and inference, in nonlinear settings where likelihoods
and posteriors are analytically intractable.
Future work might incorporate the NA approaches of this paper into across-model
sampling methods that do not require mapping between parameter spaces. The
analysis proposed here could also accelerate the goal-oriented simulation of large
networks by identifying the effective network of a reaction model a priori and only
solving the ODE system corresponding to the effective network of the given model
and observables.
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Figure 9. Example 2: Posterior probabilities of all models with nonzero probability, the network diagram of the model with the highest
posterior probability, and the one- and two-dimensional marginal densities of the parameters of the highest-probability model.
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9. Appendix
Algorithm 1 Effective reaction network from a set of reactions
1: Definitions: Re : reactions in the effective network; Se : species in the effective
network; ri : reactants of reaction i; pi : products of reaction i; ai : enzymes of
reaction i
2: Given: Rprop : proposed reactions; Sin : species initially present
3: Re = ∅, Se = Sin , ne = 0, te = 0
4: while ne 6= |Re | or te 6= |Se | do
5:
ne = |Re | and te = |Se |
6:
for i = 1 to |Rprop | do
7:
if Reaction Ri irreversible then
8:
if (ri ∪ ai ) ∈ Se then
9:
Re = Re ∪ Ri and Se = Se ∪ pi
10:
else if Reaction Ri is reversible then
11:
if (ri ∪ ai ) ∈ Se or (pi ∪ ai ) ∈ Se then
12:
Re = Re ∪ Ri and Se = Se ∪ pi ∪ ri
13: Ractive = Re
14: for i = 1 to |Ractive | do
15:
Inf ← Algorithm 2 (Ractive , Ri )
16:
if Inf==0 then
17:
Re = Re \ {Ri }
Algorithm 2 Algorithm to check if reaction Ri influences the observables
1: Given: Ractive : active reactions; O: observables
2: Sinc : collection of species, Sinc = ri ∪ pi ; Rinc : collection of reactions, Rinc = Ri
3: tinc = 0
4: while tinc 6= |Sinc | do
5:
tinc = |Sinc |
6:
for j = 1 to |Ractive | do
7:
if Rj 6∈ Rinc then
8:
if rj ∪ aj ∈ Sinc or pj ∈ Sinc then
9:
Rinc = Rinc ∪ Rj
10:
for j = 1 to |Rinc | do
11:
Sinc = Sinc ∪ pj ∪ rj
12: if O ∈ Sinc then
13:
Inf=1
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Supplementary Information
10. Network analysis for improved sampling efficiency
10.1. Centered Gaussian parameter proposals. In the main paper, we describe
the network-unaware approach that does not recognize the effective networks during
the between-model moves. We provide further details here. For nested models, as
is the case in the reaction network inference problem, a natural choice of the jump
function f is to choose the identity function. Thus, when proposing a move from a
lower-dimensional model Mm to a higher-dimensional model Mn , the rate constants
of the newly added reactions are proposed according to q(u|km ) and the values of the
rate constants of reactions common to the two models are kept fixed. Suppose that
model Mm has i reactions and that model Mn has a > i reactions, with the first i
reactions common; then an identity f mapping (km,1:i , u) to (kn,1:i , kn,i+1:a ) is simply
(10.1)

kn,1:i = km,1:i , kn,i+1:a = u

and the acceptance probability is given by
(10.2)


α(km , kn ) = min 1,

p(Mn , kn |D)q(Mm |Mn )
p(Mm , km |D)q(Mn |Mm )q(u|km )


.

The reverse move in this case is deterministic. Let the proposal q(u|km ) be given by
(10.3)

q(u|km ) = N (u; µ, Σ).

To improve the chance of proposal acceptance we center the proposal distribution at
the conditional mode of the posterior distribution. Next, we construct an approximation to the posterior distribution by setting the covariance of the Gaussian to be
the negative inverse-Hessian of the conditional posterior density at µ. In other words,
we construct a Gaussian approximation to the conditional posterior distribution. In
the framework of Brooks et al., the above construction is equivalent to the centered
second-order conditions [2]. In the scheme described above, the mean vector µ is set
to the conditional maximum:
(10.4)

µ = arg max p(kn,i+1:a |km,1:i , Mn , D).
kn,i+1:a

A proposal centered at the posterior conditional maximum satisfies the first order
condition:
∇u log A(Mm , km → Mn , kn )

µ

= ∇[log L(D; km,1:i , u) + log p(km,1:i , u)
− log N (u; µ, Σ)]

(10.5)

u=µ

= 0.

Here, L(D; km,1:i , u) refers to the likelihood function of the models and p(km,1:i , u) to
the prior probability distribution of the rate constants. Further, setting the secondderivative of the acceptance ratio at the conditional maximum to be 0, we obtain the
second order condition as:
∇2u log A((Mm , km ) → (Mn , kn ))

µ

= ∇2 [log L(D|km,1:i , u) + log p(km,1:i , u)
− log N (u; µ, Σ)]

(10.6)

= 0.

u=µ
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Taking H to be the Hessian of the conditional posterior density p(kn,i+1:a |km,1:i , Mn , D)
at µ, (10.6) yields
H + Σ−1 = 0 =⇒ Σ = −H−1 .

(10.7)

10.2. Network-aware parameter proposals. As discussed in the paper, many
reaction networks can have the same effective network. In such a case, if the proposed
move is between two networks with the same effective network (i.e., the two networks
belong to the same cluster), the parameter proposal adapts to the prior distribution
of the newly added reaction. We propose a network-aware approach in which, because
we have determined the effective networks, we design parameter proposals that adapt
to the difference between the effective networks of the two networks. When the
proposed move is between two networks belonging to different clusters, we construct a
proposal that approximates the conditional posterior distribution of the rate constants
of all reactions not included in the two effective networks. Formally, suppose that the
sampler proposes a move from a lower-dimensional model Mm to a higher-dimensional
model Mn . Let the effective networks of the two models Mm and Mn be Mme and Mne ,
respectively. Suppose the proposed move is such that Mne 6= Mme , i.e., the effective
networks of the current and the proposed networks are different. Further, suppose
that model Mme has i reactions and that model Mne has a > i reactions, with the
first i reactions common; then an identity f mapping (kme ,1:i , u) to (kne ,1:i , kne ,i+1:a )
is simply
(kne ,1:i , kne ,i+1:a ) = (kme ,1:i , u),

(10.8)

where u ∼ N (µme , Σme ). The proposal mean
(10.9)

µme = arg max p(kne ,i+1:a |kme ,1:i , Mne , D)
kne ,i+1:a

is obtained by solving an (a − i)-dimensional optimization problem. The proposal
covariance
(10.10)

Σme = −[∇2 log p(kne ,i+1:a |kme ,1:i , Mne , D)]−1

kne ,i+1:a =µme

is determined numerically using a finite-difference approximation at the proposal
mean. The acceptance probability of the proposed move is given by
(10.11)

α((Mme , kme ), (Mne , kne )) = min {1, A} ,

where
(10.12)

A=

p(Mne , kne |D)q(Mm |Mn )
.
p(Mme , kme |D)q(Mn |Mm )N (u; µme , Σme )

The reverse move is deterministic and has an acceptance probability min{1, A−1 }.
The idea behind the construction of our network aware proposals is that by solving for the maximum of the joint conditional posterior density of reactions that
are in Mne but not in Mme , and determining the Hessian approximation at that
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point, we are building a Gaussian approximation of the conditional probability density p(kne ,i+1:a |kme ,1:i , Mne , D). In contrast, the standard network-unaware approach
would not; in particular, it produces a proposal that is the product of prior densities
for dim(Mne ) − dim(Mme ) − 1 rate constants of the reactions that do not change the
effective network and the conditional posterior density of the rate constant of the
final reaction that ultimately leads to the change in effective network from Mme to
Mne .
Method
P roposal
Qa−1
Network unaware qnu (u|kme ) ≈ j=i+1 p(kne ,j )p(kne ,a |kne ,1:a−1 , Mne , D)
Network aware
qna (u|kme ) ≈ p(kne |kme , Mne , D)
Table 3. Cluster switching parameter proposals

Mathematically, the two proposals are shown in Table 3. In moves where the effective
networks of the current and the proposed network are the same, both the networkunaware and our network-aware approaches use the prior distribution of the newly
added reaction as the proposal and have acceptance probabilities of 1. The steps of
our network-aware reversible jump MCMC algorithm are given in Algorithm 3.
10.3. Sensitivity-based network-aware proposals. In the paper, we presented
the sensitivity-based network aware algorithm and explained its construction. Here
we provide technical details and a pseudocode for the application of the sampler.
Suppose, the sampler move is proposed between a lower-dimensional model Mm to
a higher-dimensional model Mn . Let the effective networks of the two models Mm
and Mn be Mme and Mne , respectively. Suppose the proposed move is such that
Mne 6= Mme , i.e., the effective networks of the current and the proposed networks
are different. The identity mapping f between (kme , ume ), the rate constants and
proposal parameters of network Mme to (kne , une ), the rate constants and proposal
parameters of network Mne for sensitivity-based move proposals is given by
kne ,1:i = kme ,1:i , kne ,i+1:i+c = ume ,1:c , une ,1:c = kme ,i+1:i+c , and
(10.13)

kne ,i+c+1:i+a = ume ,c+1:a .

Here, {1 : i} are indices of reactions that are common to the two networks and whose
rate constant values are kept fixed during moves between networks Mme and Mne ,
{i + c + 1 : i + a} are indices of reactions that are in network Mne but not in Mme ,
and {i + 1 : i + c} are the critical reactions that are present in both networks, but
whose values are proposed according to a proposal distribution rather than keeping
them fixed during the between-model move. The proposal distributions are again
taken to be Gaussian (ume ∼ N (µme , Σme ) and une ∼ N (µne , Σne )). The proposal
means
(10.14)

µme = arg max p(kne ,i+1:i+a |kme ,1:i , Mne , D)
kne ,i+1:i+a

and
(10.15)

µne = arg max p(kme ,i+1:i+c |kne ,1:i , Mme , D)
kme ,i+1:i+c
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Algorithm 3 Network-aware reversible jump MCMC
1: Given: A set of models Mm ∈ M with corresponding parameter vectors km ,
posterior densities p(Mm , km |D).
2: β ∈ (0, 1): probability of within-model move
3: Initialize chain: {(M 0 , kM 0 ), Me0 ← effective network of M 0 }
4: for s = 0 to Niter do
5:
Sample b ∼ U[0,1]
6:
if b ≤ β then
7:
Metropolis-Hastings within-model move
8:
else
9:
Sample M 0 ∼ q(M 0 |M s ); Me0 ← effective network of M 0
10:

if |Me0 | > |Mes | then

µMe = arg max p(kMe0 ,i+1:a |kMes ,1:i , Me0 , D), ΣMe = −[∇2 log p(kMe0 ,i+1:a |kMes ,1:i , Me0 , D)]−1
11:

Sample uMe ∼ N (µMe , ΣMe )

12:

Set (kMe0 ,1:i , kMe0 ,i+1:a ) = (kMe ,1:i ,nuMe )

13:
14:

p(Me0 ,k

0 |D)q(M

s |M 0 )

α((M s , kM s ), (M 0 , kM 0 )) = min 1, p(M s ,k s |D)q(MM0e|M s )N (uM ;µM ,ΣM )
e Me
e
e
e
else if |Me0 | < |Mes | then

o

µMe0 = arg max p(kMes ,i+1:a |kMe0 ,1:i , Mes , D), ΣMe0 = −[∇2 log p(kMes ,i+1:a |kMe0 ,1:i , Mes , D)]−1
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

Set (kMe0 ,1:i , uMe0 ) = (kMes ,1:i , kMesn,i+1:a )

p(Me0 ,k

0 |D)q(M

s |M 0 )N (u

0 ;µ

0 ,ΣM 0 )
e

Me
Me Me
α((M s , kM s ), (M 0 , kM 0 )) = min 1,
p(Mes ,kMes |D)q(M 0 |M s )
else
Sample kM 0 \ kM s ∼ p(kM 0 \ kM s )
α((M s , kM s ), (M 0 , kM 0 )) = 1
Sample p ∼ U[0,1]
if p < α((M s , kM s ), (M 0 , kM 0 )) then
s+1
s+1
{(M s+1 , kM
} = {(M 0 , kM 0 ), Me0 }
s+1 ), Me
else
s+1
s+1
s
s
{(M s+1 , kM
} = {(M s , kM
s ), Me }
s+1 ), Me

o

are obtained by solving a-dimensional and c-dimensional optimization problems. The
proposal covariances
(10.16)

Σme = −[∇2 log p(kne ,i+1:i+a |kme ,1:i , Mne , D)]−1

µme

Σne = −[∇2 log p(kme ,i+1:i+c |kne ,1:i , Mme , D)]−1

µne

and
(10.17)

are determined numerically using a finite-difference approximation at the proposal
means. The acceptance probability of the proposed move is given by
(10.18)
where

α((Mme , kme ), (Mne , kne )) = min {1, A} ,

µMe

µM 0

e
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A=

(10.19)

23

p(Mne , kne |D)q(Mm |Mn )N (une ; µne , Σne )
.
p(Mme , kme |D)q(Mn |Mm )N (ume ; µme , Σme )

The reverse move is nondeterministic and has an acceptance probability min{1, A−1 }.
The pseudocode for sensitivity-based network aware algorithm is given in Algorithm
4.
Algorithm 4 Sensitivity-based network-aware reversible jump MCMC
1: Given: A set of models M ∈ M with corresponding parameter vectors kM , posterior densities p(M, kM |D).
2: β ∈ (0, 1): probability of within-model move
3: Initlialize chain: {(M 0 , kM 0 ), Me0 ← effective network of M 0 }
4: for s = 0 to Niter do
5:
Sample b ∼ U[0,1]
6:
if b ≤ β then
7:
Metropolis-Hastings within-model move
8:
else
9:
Sample M 0 ∼ q(M 0 |M s ); Me0 ← effective network of M 0
10:
r1 ∼ P oisson(1.5) and r2 ∼ P oisson(1.5)
11:
{1 : i}=reactions that are common to Mes and Me0 and whose rate constant
values are kept fixed during moves
12:
{i + 1 : i + c}=reactions common to Mes and Me0 and with top r1 and r2
sensitivities of Mes and Me0 , respectively
13:
{i + c + 1 : i + a}=reactions only present in Mes or Me0
14:
if |Me0 | > |Mes | then
i+1:i+a 1:i
i+1:i+a 1:i
µMe = arg max p(kM
|kMes , Me0 , D), ΣMe = −[∇2 log p(kM
|kMes , Me0 , D)]−1
0
0
e
e

µMe0 = arg max
15:
16:
17:

i+1:i+c 1:i
p(kM
|kMe0 , Mes , D),
s
e

2

ΣMe0 = −[∇

e

Sample u ∼ N (µMe , ΣMe )
i+1:i+c
i+c+1:i+a
i+1:i+c
1:i
1:i
1:c
Set (kM
, u01:c , kM
) = (kM
, kM
, uc+1:a )
s, u
0 , kM 0
s
0
e
e
e
e
e
else if |Me0 | < |Mes | then

i+1:i+c 1:i
i+1:i+c 1:i
µMe = arg max p(kM
|kMes , Me0 , D), ΣMe = −[∇2 log p(kM
|kMes , Me0 , D)]−1
0
0
e
e

µMe0 = arg max
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

i+1:i+a 1:i
p(kM
|kMe0 , Mes , D),
s
e

ΣMe0 = −[∇

2

Me

e

µMe

i+1:i+a 1:i
log p(kM
|kMe0 , Mes , D)]−1 µ 0
s
e
M

e

Sample u ∼ N (µMe , ΣMe )
i+1:i+c
i+1:i+c
i+c+1:i+a
1:i
1:c
1:i
)
, u01:c , u0c+1:a ) = (kM
, kM
, kM
Set (kM
s, u
0 , kM 0
s
s
e
e
e
e
e
else
Sample kM 0 \ kM s ∼ p(kM 0 \ kM s )
Sample p ∼ U[0,1]
n p(M 0 ,k 0 |D)q(M s |M 0 )N (u0 ;µ 0 ,Σ 0 ) o
e
Me
Me
then
if p < min 1, p(M s ,kMes |D)q(M 0 |M s )N (u;µM
,ΣM )
e

24:
25:
26:

µMe

i+1:i+c 1:i
log p(kM
|kMe0 , Mes , D)]−1 µ 0
s
e
M

e

s+1
s+1
{(M s+1 , kM
} = {(M 0 , kM 0 ), Me0 }
s+1 ), Me
else
s+1
s+1
s
s
{(M s+1 , kM
} = {(M s , kM
s ), Me }
s+1 ), Me
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10.4. Derandomization of conditional expectations. The above Algorithms 3
and 4 lead to gains in sampling efficiency compared to a reversible jump MCMC
algorithm that does not use information on network structure in designing betweenmodel moves and parameter proposals. Identifying clusters of models can be further
used for additional variance reduction. With the knowledge that all models belonging
to the same cluster have identical model evidence, we can compute some expectations
analytically and thereby obtain posterior averages of features with lower variances.
10.4.1. General formulation. Let us assume we are performing model inference with
F as one the quantities of interest. Generally, we may be interested in quantities such
as the posterior model probabilities, reaction inclusion probabilities of reactions, or
pathway probabilities. The Monte Carlo estimate of F from posterior samples can
be written as:
F̂ = p(F = 1|D)
Z
= p(F = 1|C)p(C|D)dC
Z
= p(F = 1|M )p(M |C)p(C|D)dM dC
Z
= Ep(M |C) [p(F = 1|M )] p(C|D)dC
Ns
1 X
=
Ep(M |C i ) [p(F = 1|M )] ,
Ns i=1

where C refers to model clusters, Ns is the number of posterior samples and D
the available data. In the above equation, Ep(M |C i ) [p(F = 1|M )] is the expected
value of p(F = 1|M ) conditioned on the generated sample C i . Knowing the cluster
to which each sample belongs and the dependence of the feature on the models
included in the cluster, the above expectation can be computed analytically and allows
variance reduction. In contrast, in the network-unaware approach, the expectation is
computed through Monte Carlo sampling.
10.4.2. Example: model probability estimates. Consider that the feature of interest is
the probability of model m. Thus, applying the above formula to the estimation of
model probability, we get
M̂m = p(Mm = 1|D)
Z
= p(Mm = 1|C)p(C|D)dC
Z
= p(Mm = 1|M )p(M |C)p(C|D)dM dC
Z
= Ep(M |C) [p(Mm = 1|M )]p(C|D)dC
Ns
1 X
=
Ep(M |C i ) [p(Mm = 1|M )]
Ns i=1
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(10.20)

=

25

Ns
1 X
p(Mm |CK )1CK (C i ),
Ns i=1

where K : 1Mm ∈CK (Mm ) = 1 and 1 is the indicator function. In our network aware
schemes, p(Mm |CK ) can be computed analytically. For example, for a cluster CK
with NK models, taking the prior distribution over models to be uniform, the model
probability estimate is

(10.21)

Ns
1 X
1
M̂m =
1C (C i )
Ns i=1 NK K

In contrast, with a standard reversible-jump algorithm, the model probability estimate is

(10.22)

Ns
1 X
1Mm (M i )1CK (C i )
M̂m =
Ns i=1

11. Results
In our paper, we present two example problems and demonstrate the efficiency of
our network-aware sampling approaches compared to the network-unaware approach.
The observables in our examples are species concentrations and the concentration
evolution is modeled using the law of mass action/Michaelis-Menten functionals. The
law of mass action gives the rate of a chemical reaction (say X + Y → Z) as the
product of a reaction-specific rate constant k with reactant concentrations [X] and
[Y ]:
(11.1)

Rate = −k[X][Y ].

Under some assumptions, the law of mass action produces Michaelis-Menten reaction
rate expression
(11.2)

Rate =

k[S]
,
kM + [S]

or when enzyme concentration is taken into account [16]:
(11.3)

Rate = k[E]0

[S]
,
kM + [S]

where k denotes the rate constant, [E]0 is the enzyme concentration, [S] the substrate
concentration, and kM the Michaelis constant.
11.1. Example 1: five-dimensional nonlinear network inference. In the first
example, we consider a subset of reactions (15 species and 12 reactions) proposed for
a protein-signalling network of the activation of extracellular signal-regulated kinase
(ERK) by epidermal growth factor (EGF) [20]. The reaction network used is shown in
Figure 10. The ODE forward model governing the evolution of species concentrations
is described in detail in Section 12. We keep reactions 1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 fixed
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and thus they are included in all the inferred models. The rate constants of all fixed
reactions (shaded pink in Table 4) and Michaelis constants of all reactions are set to
their base values (Table 4).
Reaction
log10 k∗a
1
BEGFR → DEGFR
0.0
2a
EGF + UEGFR → BEGFR
1.5
2b
BEGFR → EGF + UEGFR
0.0
3
inactiveC3G+BEGFR → activeC3G+BEGFR
0.5
4
activeC3G → inactiveC3G
2.0
5 inactiveRap1+activeC3G → activeRap1+activeC3G
2.0
6
BRaf+activeRap1 → BRafPP+activeRap1
0.4
7
activeRap1+Gap → inactiveRap1+Gap
1.0
8
BRaf+activeRas → BRafPP+activeRas
0.5
9
activeRas+Gap → inactiveRas+Gap
0.0
10
inactiveRas+activeSOS → activeRas+activeSOS
0.5
11
activeSOS → inactiveSOS
4.0
12
inactiveSOS+BEGFR → activeSOS+BEGFR
2.5
a
logarithm (base rate constant value)
b
Base value of Michaelis constant (Obtained from Xu et al. [20])

b
kM
3386.3875
3566
17991.179
6808.32
7631.63
12457.816
13.73
9834.13
8176.56

Prior uncertainty
−
−
−
log10 k = N (1.1, 0.2)
log10 k = N (1.4, 0.2)
log10 k = N (2.6, 0.2)
log10 k = N (1.0, 0.2)
log10 k = N (0.4, 0.2)
−
−
−
−
−

Table 4. Proposed reactions for Example 1
There are five effective networks in Example 1. Figure 11 shows the network diagrams
of all effective networks in Example 1. As an example of our network-aware proposal
construction, we present the between-model proposal for the move between effective
network 1 and effective network 2 in Figure 12. The move from effective network 1
to effective network 2 involves the addition of reaction 4. The identify jump function
f for the between-model move between the two networks is:
(11.4)

k2,{3,5,6} = k1,{3,5,6} , k2,4 = u,

where the proposal distribution q(u|k1,{3,5,6} ) is N (u; µ, Σ), with
(11.5)

µ = arg max p(k2,4 |k1,{3,5,6} , M2 , D)
k2,4

and
(11.6)

Σ = −[∇2 log p(k2,4 |k1,{3,5,6} , M2 , D)]−1

k2,4 =µ

11.2. Example 2: ten-dimensional nonlinear network inference. Our second
example is a large scale nonlinear network inference problem with 10 uncertain reactions. Once again, we consider a protein-signalling network consisting of 15 species
and 12 potential species interactions (Figure 10). The ODE forward model governing
the evolution of species concentrations is described in detail in Section 12. The rate
constants of all fixed reactions and Michaelis constants of all reactions are set to their
base values (Table 5). Reactions 3–12 are uncertain and the concentration of BRaf is
again the observable.
There are twenty-four effective networks in Example 2. Figure 13 and 14 show the
network diagrams of all effective networks in Example 2. We again consider a move
between the effective network 1 and effective network 2 of Figure 12 to demonstrate
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Reaction
log10 k∗a
1
BEGFR → DEGFR
0.0
2a
EGF + UEGFR → BEGFR
1.5
2b
BEGFR → EGF + UEGFR
0.0
3
inactiveC3G+BEGFR → activeC3G+BEGFR
0.5
4
activeC3G → inactiveC3G
2.0
5 inactiveRap1+activeC3G → activeRap1+activeC3G
2.0
6
BRaf+activeRap1 → BRafPP+activeRap1
0.4
7
activeRap1+Gap → inactiveRap1+Gap
1.0
8
BRaf+activeRas → BRafPP+activeRas
0.5
9
activeRas+Gap → inactiveRas+Gap
0.0
10
inactiveRas+activeSOS → activeRas+activeSOS
0.5
11
activeSOS → inactiveSOS
4.0
12
inactiveSOS+BEGFR → activeSOS+BEGFR
2.5
a
logarithm (base rate constant value)
b
Base value of Michaelis constant (Obtained from Xu et al. [20])

b
kM
3386.3875
3566
17991.179
6808.32
7631.63
12457.816
13.73
9834.13
8176.56
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Prior uncertainty
−
−
−
log10 k = N (1.2, 0.1)
log10 k = N (2.0, 0.1)
log10 k = N (2.7, 0.1)
log10 k = N (1.1, 0.1)
log10 k = N (1.0, 0.01)
log10 k = N (0.5, 0.1)
log10 k = N (0.0, 0.01)
log10 k = N (0.5, 0.1)
log10 k = N (4.0, 0.01)
log10 k = N (2.5, 0.1)

Table 5. Proposed reactions for Example 2

a prototypical between-model move proposal using our sensitivity-based networkaware proposals. Assume that the critical reaction to which the two networks are
most sensitive is Reaction 8 and we only include one highly sensitive reaction for
proposal construction. Thus in a move from effective network 1 to effective network
2, the rate constant of reaction 8 would not be kept fixed but instead be proposed
according to a distribution. Reaction 4 is the additional reaction in network 2. All
other reactions common to the two networks, namely reactions 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, and
12 will have their rate constant values kept fixed during the move. The identity jump
function f for the between-model move between the two effective networks is:
(11.7)

k2,{3,5,6,9,10,11,12} = k1,{3,5,6,9,10,11,12} , k2,8 = u1,8 , u2,8 = k1,8 , k2,4 = u1,4 ,

where the proposal distributions q(u1,{4,8} |k1,{3,5,6,9,10,11,12} ) and q(u2,8 |k1,{3,5,6,9,10,11,12} )
are N (u1 ; µ1 , Σ1 ) and N (u2 ; µ2 , Σ2 ), respectively, with proposal means
(11.8)

µ1 = arg max p(k2,{4,8} |k1,{3,5,6,9,10,11,12} , M2 , D)
k2,{4,8}

and
(11.9)

µ2 = arg max p(k1,8 |k2,{3,5,6,9,10,11,12} , M1 , D)
k1,8

and proposal covariances
(11.10)

Σ1 = −[∇2 log p(k2,{4,8} |k1,{3,5,6,9,10,11,12} , M2 , D)]−1

µ1

Σ2 = −[∇2 log p(k1,8 |k2,{3,5,6,9,10,11,12} , M1 , D)]−1

.

and
(11.11)

µ2
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12. 12-dimensional reaction network
Here we present the details of the set of proposed reactions, the corresponding
reaction and species production rate ODE expressions for the 12-reaction network
used in Example 1 and 2. The resulting nonlinear system of ordinary differential
equations are solved using the multistep BDF integrator available in the SUNDIALS
suite [13].
12.1. Reactions.
1. boundEGF R → degradedEGF R
2. EGF + unboundEGF R ↔ boundEGF R
3. inactiveC3G + boundEGF R → activeC3G + boundEGF R
4. activeC3G → inactiveC3G
5. inactiveRap1 + activeC3G → activeRap1 + activeC3G
6. BRaf + activeRap1 → BRaf P P + activeRap1
7. activeRap1 + Gap → inactiveRap1 + Gap
8. BRaf + activeRas → BRaf P P + activeRas
9. activeRas + Gap → inactiveRas + Gap
10. inactiveRas + activeSOS → activeRas + activeSOS
11. activeSOS → inactiveSOS
12. inactiveSOS + boundEGF R → activeSOS + boundEGF R
12.2. Reaction rates.
1. k1 [boundEGF R]
2. k2f [EGF ][unboundEGF R] − k2r [boundEGF R]
k3 [boundEGF R][inactiveC3G]
0
k3 + [inactiveC3G]
4. k4 [activeC3G]
3.

k5 [activeC3G][inactiveRap1]
0
k5 + [inactiveRap1]
k6 [activeRap1][BRaf ]
6.
0
k6 + [BRaf ]
k7 [Gap][activeRap1]
7.
0
k7 + [activeRap1]
k8 [activeRas][BRaf ]
8.
0
k8 + [BRaf ]
k9 [Gap][activeRas]
9.
0
k9 + [activeRas]
k10 [activeSOS][inactiveRas]
10.
0
k10 + inactiveRas
k11 [activeSOS]
11. 0
k11 + [activeSOS]
5.
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12.
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k12 [boundEGF R][inactiveSOS]
0
k12 + [inactiveSOS]

12.3. Species production rates.
˙
1. [unboundEGF
R] = −k2f [EGF ][unboundEGF R] + k2r [boundEGF R]
k12 [boundEGF R][inactiveSOS]
k11 [activeSOS]
˙
2. [inactiveSOS]
=−
+ 0
0
k12 + [inactiveSOS]
k11 + [activeSOS]
k10 [activeSOS][inactiveRas] k9 [Gap][activeRas]
˙
+ 0
3. [inactiveRas]
=−
0
k10 + [inactiveRas]
k9 + [activeRas]
k7 [Gap][activeRap1] k5 [activeC3G][inactiveRap1]
˙
4. [inactiveRap1]
= 0
−
0
k7 + [activeRap1]
k5 + [inactiveRap1]
˙
5. [boundEGF
R] = k2f [EGF ][unboundEGF R] − k2r [boundEGF R] − k1 [boundEGF R]
k12 [boundEGF R][inactiveSOS]
k11 [activeSOS]
˙
6. [activeSOS]
=
− 0
0
k12 + [inactiveSOS]
k11 + [activeSOS]
k10 [activeSOS][inactiveRas] k9 [Gap][activeRas]
˙
7. [activeRas]
=
− 0
0
k10 + [inactiveRas]
k9 + [activeRas]
k7 [Gap][activeRap1] k5 [activeC3G][inactiveRap1]
˙
8. [activeRap1]
= 0
+
0
k7 + [activeRap1]
k5 + [inactiveRap1]
˙ ] = −k2f [EGF ][unboundEGF R] + k2r [boundEGF R]
9. [EGF
] k8 [activeRas][BRaf ]
˙ P P ] = k6 [activeRap1][BRaf
10. [BRaf
+
0
0
k6 + [BRaf ]
k8 + [BRaf ]
] k8 [activeRas][BRaf ]
˙ ] = − k6 [activeRap1][BRaf
11. [BRaf
−
0
0
k6 + [BRaf ]
k8 + [BRaf ]
k3 [boundEGF R][inactiveC3G]
˙
− k4 [activeC3G]
12. [activeC3G]
=
0
k3 + [inactiveC3G]
k3 [boundEGF R][inactiveC3G]
˙
13. [inactiveC3G]
=−
+ k4 [activeC3G]
0
k3 + [inactiveC3G]
˙
14. [degradedEGF
R] = k1 [boundEGF R]
˙ =0
15. [Gap]
12.4. Initial species concentrations. All simulations using the above reactions are
performed with the following initial concentrations:
1. [unboundEGF R]0 = 500
2. [inactiveSOS]0 = 1200
3. [inactiveRas]0 = 1200
4. [inactiveRap1]0 = 1200
5. [boundEGF R]0 = 0
6. [activeSOS]0 = 0
7. [activeRas]0 = 0
8. [activeRap1]0 = 0
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9. [EGF ]0 = 1000
10. [BRaf P P ]0 = 0
11. [BRaf ]0 = 1500
12. [activeC3G]0 = 0
13. [inactiveC3G]0 = 1200
14. [degradedEGF R]0 = 0
15. [Gap]0 = 2400
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Figure 10. Reaction network of Example 1 and Example 2
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Figure 11. Effective networks in Example 1
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Figure 12. A between-model move between two effective networks in
Example 1 and Example 2
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Figure 13. Effective networks in Example 2
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Figure 14. Effective networks in Example 2 (contd.)
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